the extension of /(*) may be made analytic at the isolated points of A. Theorem III includes all preceding results but Lemma 7.
2. Notations. We shall write all equations involving n variables as if there were but a single variable present. Note that ak+i = o-k+ai. rxy will always denote the distance between * and y (unless * and y are complex). As an example, (3.1) 3. Differentiable functions in subsets of £. Let /(*) be defined in the set A, and let m be an integer ^0. We say/(*) =/o(*) is of class O in A in terms of the functions fk(x) (<rk-£m) if thé functions fk(x) are defined in A for all «-fold subscripts k with ak ^ m, and (3.1) /*(*') = £ ^p^ (*'-*)' + **(*'; *)
for each/)t(*) (a* g m), where Rk(x ' ; x) has the following property. Given any point x° of A and any e >0, there is a ô >0 such that if * and *' are any two points of A with rxx, < 5 and rx,x, < 8, then (3.2) | Rk(x';x) | ^r7x'\.
One might define the derivatives of a function at the points of a set B, when the function is defined in a larger set A. We shall not do this here.
If w = 0, (3.1) and (3.2) state merely that/(*) is continuous. Note that the conditions are satisfied automatically at all isolated points of A, no matter how the/i(*) are defined there.
It is easily seen that the fk(x) are continuous in a neighborhood of each point of A, and are thus bounded there. From this we prove that if f(x) is of class Cm in A in terms of the fk(x) (a hum), then it is of class Cm' in A (m' < m) in terms of the/i(x) (11^»').
Any function we shall say is of class C_1 in A. f(x) is of class C°° in A in terms of the fk(x) (defined for all k) if it is of class Cm in A in terms of the fk(x) (ffkúm) for each m.
Suppose /(*) is defined throughout the region R, and is of class Cm in terms of the fk(x) (<rk-¿m). Then putting x = (xi, • • • , x" ), x' = (xi, • • • , xh+Axh, • • • , x") , (3.1) gives (3.3) /*!•■■*"(*') -/*,-*"(*)+/*,,-, kh+i,---,kn(x)Axk + Rkl...kn (x'; x) (provided ak<m),where R-k?.. .¡^(x'; x)/AA->0 as Ah-»0, which shows that d (3.4) - Theorem I. Let A be a closed subset of E, and letf(x) =/o(x) be of class Cm (m finite or infinite) in A in terms of thefk(x) (<rk^m). Then there is a function F(x) of class Cm in E in the ordinary sense, such that (1) F(x)=f(x)inA, (2) DkF(x)=fk(x) in A (<Tk<,m), (3) F(x) is analytic in E-A.\ Of course (2) includes (1) . No such theorem holds if we leave out the uniformity condition on Rk(x' ; x), i.e. if we assume merely that for any x and e >0 there is a ô >0 such that if rxx, <5, then | Rk(x'; x) \ <rxnx7°kt. The following example shows this.
Let A be the set of points (using one variable) x = 0, 1/2" and l/2*+l/22* («-1,2, • • • ) .Set/(x)=0 at x = 0 and 1/2«, and/(x) = 1/22' at the remaining points. Set/i(x)=0 in A. The above condition is satisfied, but there is no extension of f(x) which has a continuous first derivative.
5. The following lemma will be needed; its proof is elementary. Lemma 1. Let w(z) be a continuous function of one variable defined throughout an interval containing z0, let A* be a closed set in this interval, and let w¿ be a fixed number. Suppose that for every e>0 there is a 5>0 such that (1) if z is in A* and | z-z<¡ | <5, then | w(z) -w(z0)/(z -za) -w0' | < e; (2) if z is not in A* and | z-z01 <5, then the derivative w'(z) exists and | w'(z) -w0' | < €.
Then w(z) has a derivative at z0, and w'(z0) -w¿.
II. DlFFERENTIABLE EXTENSIONS 6. The functions ^k(x'; x). We shall make use of functions defined as follows for * in A and *' in E (m finite) :
is the value at *' of the polynomial of degree at most m-crk which approximates the function/*(*) to the (m-crk)th order at *. Keeping * fixed, it is a polynomial in *', given by Taylor's formula in terms of its value and derivatives at *. In terms of these functions, (3.1) becomes (6.2) /*(*') = Mx'; x) + Rk(x'; x) (ak ^ m).
The Ith. derivative of the function of *' $k(x'; x) at *' is \¡/k+i(x'; x) ; if we express \j/k(x"; x) by Taylor's formula in terms of its value and derivatives at *', we obtain ,_^ \¡/k+i(x'; x) M*"; x) = E " (*" -*')' i t'.
(x^-xy fk+l+i (x) , i\ V j\
The definition of ipk(x"; x') in conjunction with this identity gives, for any points * and *' in A and x" in E,
7. The function ©(x). Let R be the region given by the inequalities | Xh I <1 (A = 1, •••,») , let R' be R minus the origin, and let R* be the boundary of R. Define the functions 6, d', © as follows:
It is seen that -1 <0(x) <+l, 0(x)->+l as x-^0, and 0(x)->• -1 as x->i?*; hence 0'(x)->+oo as x->0 and 0'(x) -*-<x> as x->i?*. Consequently @(x)->+°° to infinite order as x->0 and @(x)->0 to infinite order as x->R*; also @(x) is of class C°° for x^O. If @'(x) = l/©(x) in R' and ©'(*) =0 for x = 0, then 0'(x) is of class C°° in R. 8. The subdivision of E-A. Divide E into «-cubes of side 1, and let Ko be the set of all these cubes whose distances from A are at least 6w1/2 (if there are any). In general, having constructed the cubes of K,-i, divide each cube which is now present but is not in K0+ ■ ■ ■ +K,-i into 2" cubes of side 1/2% and let K, be the set of all these cubes whose distances from A are at least 6»1/2/2* (if there are any). The distance from any cube C of K, to A is < 18«1/2/2" (s ^ 1) ; for it Ues in a cube C" of the previous subdivision which does not belong to K,-i, and whose distance from A is therefore <6»1/2/2i-1. Any cube C of K, is separated from any cube C of K,+2 by at least four cubes of K,+i. For the distance from C to A is ^12«1/2/2'+1, the distance from any point of C" to A is <9«1/2/2>+1, and the diameter of any cube of K.+i is «1'2/2«+1. 9. The functions 4>,(x). We introduce the following definitions: y1, y2, ■ • • is the set of all vertices of cubes of K0+K1+ ■ ■ ■ , arranged in a sequence.
r" is the distance from y, to A (v= 1, 2, • • • ) .
x" is a fixed point of A whose distance from y is r,. b, is the length of side of the largest cube of Ko-\-Ki-\-■ • • with y" as a vertex.
/" is the set of points x for which | xk-y»" | g b, (h= 1, ■ • • , «) ; B, is its boundary.
y; B,.
Suppose y* is a given point of E-A, distant Ô* from A (or from a given point *° of A), and suppose y* lies in the cube C of Kt. Then if /", with center y", has points in common with C, and y is distant d, from A (or from *°), (9.1) hj2^d, < 25*.
To prove this, say C is a largest cube with y as a vertex, and C" is in Kt; then *£$-1. The diameter of C is m1/2/2'; hence y is distant at most »1/2/2' g2«l/2/2' from any point of /". As the diameter of C is »1/2/2s, y is distant at most 3«1/2/2s from y*. But S* ^ 6nll2/2', and the inequalities follow. Each function 7r"(*) is >0 in I,-B,-y and only there; it approaches oo and 0 to infinite order as * approaches y and B" respectively. Each point * of E-A is interior to some cube I" hence ir,(x) >0 for some v, and E*"* 0*0 >0 in E-A, justifying the definition of 4>,(x). Note that <py(x) is 7*0 in I,-B, and only there ; also (9.2) 2>,(*)-l in E-A.
We shall show that <p,(x) is of class C in E -A. This is obvious at points Xyéy. Consider a small neighborhood U\ of y-, \^v. irí (x) is of class C°° in U\; hence the same is true of 4>v = ir\ 7r,/(l+7rx'Ei<*x7,v) in U\. Similarly 0,= l/(l+7r/Ec^^) is of class C°° in a small neighborhood U, of y; the statement follows. 10. The derivatives of the (p"(x). Consider two (closed) cubes C and C" of K0+K1+ ■ ■ ■ , and let / and /' be those sets /" with points in C and C" respectively. We shall say C and C are of the same type if the sets in J' can be brought into coincidence with the sets in / by a translation and stretching of the axes, that is, if the structure of the subdivision about C is the same as that about C. There are but a finite number, say d, of possible types of cubes, and for some number c, there are at most c sets I, with points in any given cube C.
Take a fixed cube C of K0 and a fixed k. As each 4>,(x) is of class C°°, Dk<j>v(x) is bounded in C; there are only a finite number of these functions ¿¿0 in C, and hence they are uniformly bounded :
Consider now any cube C" of any 2£", and let C be a (perhaps hypothetical) cube of Ko of the same type as C. If I\%>, • • • , ht> 11. A differentiable extension of/(x), m finite. We are now in a position to prove, for m finite, Lemma 2. Under the conditions of Theorem I, there is a function g(x) of class C° in E-A, having the properties (1) and (2) we put j !>»(*)*(*;*') in £-4,
As the <j>r(x) and ^(x; x") are of class CK in E-A, the same is true of g(x). The function g(x)=f(x) is of class Cm at all inner points of A, by §3. It remains to show that Dkg(x) exists, equals fk(x), and is continuous, at all boundary points of A, for <rk^m. [January Take a fixed boundary point x° of A, and any e, 0<e<l. Take r, < e/{2c[(m + 2)!]"(108«1/2)miV} and y < e/6, where N is the largest of the numbers Nk for <rk^m. Take M>\fk(x) \ (ak g m, x in A and rxxo ^ 1), and take Ô < e/{6(m + \)nM] and 5 < 1 so small that (3.2) holds at the point x° with e replaced by i\. Take now any point y* of E-A within a distance 5/4 of x°; we shaU show that
Say the distance from y* to A is ô*/4 (then 5* <ô), and let x* be a point of A distant ô*/4 from y*. Consider the sum in (6.1) with x' and x replaced by x* and x° respectively; as each h is ¿«i, it contains at most (m+i)n terms. If we take the term with h= ■ • • =ln=0 to the other side, there is in each remaining term a factor (xh* -xk°)'h with h>0. As each | xA* -Xj,01 is <5 <1, we find | tk(x*; x°) -fk(x°) | < (m + 1)»M5 < e/6. But also |i?it(x*; x°) | <r¡<e/6; hence, using (6.2), I/*(«*)-A(*0) I <«/3.
Similarly we see that \^k(y*; x*) -/*(«*) | < e/6; therefore (11.3) | My*; x*) -/*(*•) | < e/2 (<r4 ^ w).
Say y* Ues in the cube C of if,, and let 7x" ■ ■ ■ , htbe those sets 7\ with points in C. Each corresponding point yx« is distant <ô/2 from x°, by (9.1), and hence each corresponding point xx« is distant < 5 from x°. As the same is true of x*, (3.2) gives
then as rx'x* <5* and | xh-xh" \ <5* for x in C, | (x-x')1 \ <S*', and (6.3) and (11.4) give
Using (9.2), we see that t (11.6) g(x) = t(x; **) + E <Px.(*)fx.;o(x) in C. «=i
As Dk}J/(x; x") = 4/k(x; x") and therefore Z>*f,;o(*) = f..;*(*)> Dkg(x) -Mx; x*) + E EÍ . Vi*x.(*)fx.jt-i(*) in C.
<-i i \ l / (10.1) and (11.5) give, as ige (see §10)-and
Now the distance from C to A is >ô*/6; also, as C is in K" this distance is <18»I/2/2«. Hence 18»1/2/2,>ô*/6, or, 2'<108«1/2/5+. This gives, as<r^« and ¿>*<1,
in C, and in particular, at y*. This inequality together with (11.3) gives (11.2), as required.
The proof can now be completed with the aid of Lemma 1. (11.2) with k=0 shows that g(x) is continuous throughout E. Take any number k=(ki, • • • , kn) with ak<m, and put k'=(ki, ■ ■ ■ , kh+i, • • • , kn) . Assuming that Dkg(x) is continuous in E, we shall show that Dk>g(x) exists and is continuous in E. Take any boundary point *°= (*i°, • • • , *n°) and put Zo=*a°, w(z) = w(xh) = Dkg(xi°, • • • , xh, • • ■ , xn°) , wó=fk'(x°).
Let 4* be the set of points of A for which xp=xp° (p-¿h). (3.3) with *=*° and A*A = Xh-Xh°, and (11.2) with k replaced by k', show that the conditions of the lemma are fulfilled; hence dw(z0)/dxh=Dk>g(x°) exists and equals /*-(*°).
(11.2) shows that Dk>g(x°) is continuous at *°. Therefore g(x) is of class Cm inE.
12. A differentiable extension of/(*), m infinite. We now prove Lemma 2 for the case m= °o. For any given m, let \¡/m;k(x'; x) (ak^m) be the function given by the right hand side of (6.1). Choose the axes so that the origin falls on a point of A. Let Sp be the set of all points of E whose distances from the origin are £2*, p = l,2, ■ ■ -, . Let Mp be the maximum of ]/*(*) | for ak^p and * in A ■ Sp, and let iV(p) be the maximum of Nk for ak^p. Choose for each positive integer p a number 8P such that
The extension g(x)(x) of/(*) is determined as follows. Given any number v, determine the number y, so that ôT(,+i g r» < 5T|, (see §9); set 7, = 0 if r,>5i.
[January Put ( Z*.(*)K;o(«; *") in E-A, (12.1) g™(x) = < " { fix) mA.
Given any fixed k, we shall find an inequality similar to (11.2) for Dkgix)(x). Let g(m)(x) be the extension of f(x) of class Cm given by Lemma 2 (m = l, 2, ■ ■ ■). Given any boundary point x° of A and any e>0, choose p^ak-\-2 so that x° lies in Sp and so that 1/2»<e. Take 5<5" so that (11.2) with g replaced by g("*> will hold for our given k and any y* of E-A within Ô of x°; we show next that for any such y*,
Choose q so that ô5+i g 5* < 5" where S* is the distance from y*toA; then çè/>. Define C, K" 7x" ■ ■ • , ht as in §11. Note that for v = any X*, 67y+l r,<2ô<2ôp<ôp_i, hence 7»+l>^ -1, and thus y,>p -2^.ak. Set in C. Now the distance from C to A is >S*/2 and is <18«l/2/2*; hence 2,<36»1/2/5*. Also ak<púq; therefore
in C, and in particular, at y*, proving (12.2). Using (11.2), we find I Dkg^x)(y*) -fk(x°) | <2e for any point y* of E-A within S of *°. Again we can apply Lemma 1 and show that Dkgix)(x) exists and is continuous throughout E. As this is true for every k, the proof is complete. 13. We prove next a combined extension and approximation theorem.
Lemma 3. Letf(x) be of class Cm (m finite) in E, with Dkf(x) =/*(*) (o-k^m) there, and let fk(x) (m<ak^.m', m'>m finite or infinite) be defined in the closed set A so that f(x) (considered now only in A) is of class Cm' there. Then for an arbitrary e>0 there is a function g(x) which is of class Cm in E, of class Cm' in a neighborhood of A, and equals f(x) outside another neighborhood of A, such that
Let/'(*) be the extension of class Cm' of the values of/(*) in A given by the last lemma, and put f(*) =/'(*) -/(*) ; then f(*) is of class Cm in E, and Let Ri be the set of points distant at most b from the origin (b^O). Consider the «-tuple integral Take k so large that (15.9) 1 -Q(k8) < e/(4M). Differentiating Hp(x) and using (16.4) and (16.8) with p replaced by p -i, we see that (compare the derivation of (11.7)) | DkHp(x) | < [(«, + 1)!]"Z^^/ = eP/2"+1 in &_, (<rk g a,).
As up(x) and its derivatives are 0 in Pp_i, this holds in P"_i also ; hence, using (16.7), we have (16.9) | DtQ^x) | < ep/2" in Rp (<rk a'«,).
We set now It remains to be shown that G(x) is analytic in P. To this end we extend the definition of each Gp(x) to complex values of * = (xi +ix{', • • • , *"' +/*""), using (16.5) still. Consider the analytic function of * '*v2 = E(:v* -xh)2 = EtW -**') + Kyi' -xi')]2; as yl' =0 in (16.5), the domain of integration being real,
Take any point *° of R and let U be the complex region of radius^p about x°, where p is so small that the real points in the complex region of radius 3p about *° lie in some Rq ; we take q so that 3p2 > 1/2«. Now if p > q, x is in U, and y is in P-Pp_i, then^*'fc'2<p2 andE(y* -xi)2^4p2, and hence As the m's and their derivatives are uniformly continuous in E, there are functions r"(x) of the same sort as the A's above such that
The conditions on g(x) imply that for some Ml', \ Dkg(x) \ <Mi' in ~R3
(<r*^a2)it Say
Then as Wi(x) =0 in R-R3, we have
t If dsis the diameter of R3, then \g(x)\<M+Ai(d3) in R¡. Now take any k' = (ki, • • • , kk-l, • • •, i") and k = (ki, • • • , y(0<iri^a¡) . Let x'x" be a line segment parallel to the zn-axis and lying wholly in J?8; set r= | xk"-Xh'\. As | Dk'g(x")-Dk'g(x') | < Ai(r), the law of the mean gives, for some point z* of x'x", | Dk(x*)\ <Ai(r)/r. Hence | Dk(x)\ <Ai(r)/r+At{dz) in R3 (0<<rk^at). hold with p = 1 ; we take ki large enough so that the right hand side of (16.13) with/> = l will be <l/2.
If we differentiate (16.5) with p = 1 ak times (ak^m), we derive an equation similar to (15.5); forming this for * = * and * = *' and subtracting, we find (changing y to y+x'-x in one equation) Assume now we have defined functions Ap*(r) and have chosen numbers kp so that (17.6) | I>*GP(*') -DkGp(x) | g A*(rxx>) in E (<rk g aj)+1), so that (16.7) holds, and so that the quantity in (16.13) is <1/2P, for p<q.
Then for any admissible g(x), g(x) -{&(*)+ • • • +Gt-i(x)} satisfies the same kind of conditions as g(x); hence, just as before, we find a function As*(r) so that an inequality similar to (17.3) holds for DkHq(x) in E (ak ¿a!+i). Also HQ(x) is bounded properly; hence we can choose Kq so that (16.7) holds for any admissible g(x) with p replaced by q, and so that (16.13) with p = q is <l/25. From this we show, as before, that (17.6) holds with p replaced by q.
We can thus continue finding functions Ap* (r) and numbers kp indefinitely. We put finally G(x) =Gi(*)+G2 ( 19. The functions coyk(x). In the next sections we shall discuss the analyticity of the extension of f(x) at the isolated points of A. Let R be an open set, let oi, a2, • • • be points of R having no limit point in R, let m%, nh, • ■ ■ be corresponding integers è0, and let m be an integer ^-1 or ». We assume that if a"" a"" • • • is any sequence of points a" approaching the boundary of R, then 
Set
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Take any s = p(vk). As co.' (*) =w"*(*) =0 inP-t/,,, and R, = Rpíyk) is in The first foUows from (16.1) when we note that a, is in R-RPn,k), and tp'(,k)<epirk), and o-kt%m,<p'(vk) (recall that ap was replaced by p in using Lemma 6). We now prove the second. As w^j(x)=0 in Rp-^r, and p'ijil)
Also (16.1) gives
Say a, is in Rp+\-RP-As a, is not in R,n,m, p'(vk) ^p, and (Tk^m,^p'(vk) -l£p-l. and such that if we set G(x) =0 in E-R, then G(x) is of class Cm in E, and
We define the u,k(x) and the ß, as in §19. Now take any /,* satisfying (19.4), and define the c"(,k) by (19.5). Define the e, and the transformation L as in §20. Set (a) gp(x) is defined in E-A-i, is of class C* in E-A,_i (5 = 0, • • • , p) , and is analytic in E -(A +rp+i).
(b) Dkgp(x)=fk(x) in ^-^i+r-p+i (<rk^s, 5 = 0, • • • , p) .
Assuming go(x), • ■ ■ , gP-\(x) are defined, we shall define gP(x). Consider any point of rp; it is at a positive distance from the closed set -4p-i, and hence we can enclose it in an open set lying at a.positive distance from Ap-\. We thus enclose Tp in an open set Tp containing no points of Ap_i, and having no limit points in Ap_i other than limit points of rp. where 8X is the distance from * to rp, or 1 if that is smaller. Each point of A -Ap-i is at a positive distance from Kp-i, as Pp_i has no limit points in A -Ap-.i, and each point of B-Pp_i is at a positive distance from P"p_i on account of (24.3), as e(*) >0 in B; hence each point of Tp is at a positive distance from ifP_i, and we can enclose rp in an open set rp" which lies in rp and contains no points of Xp-i. Now (24.4) I DkÇp(x) I < r,p_i((x)oxP-1-"' in rp" .Bp_i f>» £ f -1).
We can also take rp" so that if pp(x) is the distance from x to 4p_i, then We have now found an extension g(x) with all the properties but (4). It is replaced by an analytic extension F(x) just as in §23 ; we must be careful merely to make
